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buy technology when it’s new, fearful of being the first to adopt it, and cau-
tious about our pocket books. This leads us to having the reputation of “being 
about five years behind.”

Well, my friends in fundraising, that’s about to change. We are already starting 
to see an increase in nonprofit technology adoption rates, with online fundrais-
ing keeping pace with ecommerce at around 7%. This trend will evolve even 
more drastically over the course of the next few years. It’s going to change for 
three very simple reasons, in which I’ll go into greater detail throughout the 
book. But, let’s keep the core reasons simple:

1
Technology is 

becoming easier 

to implement

2
Technology is 

becoming less 

expensive

3
Technology is less 

scary than it used 

to be

In 2020, the nonprofit sector will be looking at technology adoption more clearly 
than it ever has before. So, let’s dig into it. Let’s talk about some predictions for 
the evolution of technology in the coming three years, and how they could affect 
your nonprofit organization. The following chapters call out technologies to watch, 
technologies to get serious about and technologies you can start implementing 
now in order to grow over the next three years. If you stick with me through the 
end, I’ll wrap it all up in a bow for you with a handy assessment tool and tips on 
what to start doing NOW. So, let’s go! Let’s get a laser focus so that by 2020 we 
are all seeing 20/20.

Yours truly,

T-Shank

Preface

L
et me begin with a story. This weekend I went shopping for a new car. 
I am not someone who buys new cars; I’m sort of what my friends call 
“cheap,” but what I like to refer to as practical. But my 12-year-old car 
was just visiting the shop too often, and I didn’t want to buy another 

used car which could turn into a time and money pit. I have only bought a new 
car once in my life, and while I always enjoyed the car, I wrestled with my buy-
er’s remorse. (Why did I just not buy the two or three-year-old Honda instead 
of the new Honda?) I’ve been chewing on the idea of buying a new car for a 
few months now, and I finally had a revelation: Yes, I’m going to have to pay 
more, and although that sort of makes me cringe, the value of what I’m going 
to receive in purchasing the new car is so much greater than it’s ever been 
before.

Here’s why: The pace at which technology in cars is changing so rapidly these 
days, that if I buy anything older than the 2016 model, the technology of the 
car would be vastly different. And I’m not talking just about the smartphone 
integrations (though I certainly won’t complain about that!). I’m talking about 
technology that can save your life, like automated braking systems that stop 
the car if it senses something ahead of you while you are not paying attention, 
or lane assist that auto corrects you on the highway if it senses you are veer-
ing into another lane. This is truly amazing. For the first time in a long time, the 
differences in a 2016 vehicle versus a 2013 is not just about style, comfort and 
gadgetry. It’s about life-saving technology.

Now what does any of this have to do with the nonprofit sector? Nonprofits 
are actually quite similar to me and my car buying habits. We’re hesitant to 
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One: 
People are fundraising 

like mad

T
ruly, they are. Did you know the top peer-to-peer fundraising 

events raise over $1.5 billion? Did you know just a handful of top 

community giving days are raising upwards of $57 million collec-

tively in a month?

The rest of the technologies discussed in this book matter for this very 

reason: The fundraising landscape is evolving with more and more people 

fundraising on behalf of organizations through online and mobile-friendly 

fundraising technologies. People who want to leave a social imprint on the 

world can easily fundraise for charity with all of the available technologies. 

This will continue to shift the way nonprofits approach fundraising strategy.

This is powerful, and technology improvements 

will only make it more powerful.

It is so simple today to go to any crowdfunding site out there, sign-up to 

create a personal fundraising page with your story and start hitting up all 

of your friends to donate. This is the power of peer-to-peer fundraising, 

and why it is growing so rapidly and will continue to grow in the next sev-

eral years. This type of fundraising embraces the power of people asking 

people, which is a different ask than when coming directly from the organ-

ization. However, there is a sticking point with current crowdfunding sites 

because it can cause a data mining nightmare for the nonprofit organiza-
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the back-end, but they are complicated to donate or register participate 

on the front-end. Online fundraising software companies are making this 

less complex so that even the marketing department can easily build out a 

crowdfunding website and launch a crowdfunding program.

“So easy, the marketing department can do it.” 

That’s what we all really want, right?

As online fundraising software continues to evolve, making it easier to im-

plement these programs while improving the user’s experience, in the near 

future nonprofit organizations will pick up the pace in their ability to adopt 

such software. The laggards will shift to the majority. This pace will increase 

for reasons we will discuss more in the book, but essentially a combina-

tion of ease of implementation, reduced implementation cost and improved 

data integration will reduce the risk of trying something new and therefore 

the fear to adopt will fade.

In addition to the ease of implementing crowdfunding sites and programs, 

the peer network effect will also continue to grow this type of fundraising. 

For example, Bob signs up to raise money for a cancer organization and is 

going to ride in a 50-mile bike ride as part of his participation. When Bob 

asks his gal pal Sally to donate to the bike ride for cancer, Sally is highly 

likely to donate because she thinks Bob is the grooviest (she knows Bob) 

and because she thinks it’s awesome that he has aspired to do something 

noble for others and for himself. The power of friends asking friends to 

support charity will continue to take over and prove better results than if 

the ask comes directly from the nonprofit organization. We see this as wild-

ly successful in traditional peer-to-peer fundraising campaigns like runs, 

tions. Nonprofits are saying it’s great that people want to raise money for 

our organization, but:

 ɷ Where’s the money going when you donate through one of those 

crowdfunding sites, and how does my nonprofit receive it?

 ɷ How do I receive the donor’s information so I can thank them and nur-

ture that new relationship?

 ɷ What about my brand? How do I ensure my brand is only being asso-

ciated with campaigns our organization would truly endorse?

These are all very real and very valid concerns.

Crowdfunding sites today are both a blessing and a curse. In theory it’s 

great that anyone can start a fundraiser (on a site like Crowdrise for ex-

ample), but unbeknownst to the kind soul starting that fundraiser, we are 

seeing that it can create quite a bit of work for the nonprofits to collect that 

money and to follow up with the fundraisers and donors.

This is going to change as organizations will be able to more easily adopt 

fundraising software that allows them to quickly implement their own 

crowdfunding websites which connect into the nonprofit’s software eco-

system--which is often made up of a CRM, email marketing system, event 

registration, volunteer management system, online fundraising tool and 

sometimes more! The problem to date is that it is often complex to imple-

ment such a site, or it’s just plain expensive. And, many of the systems 

currently on the market put the donor or the fundraising participant through 

the ringer. They are not only complicated to set up for the organization on 
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template, customize that template with your own imagery and branding, 

and even integrate email marketing into the mix. All of this is possible with 

a roughly $50-$200/mo. subscription, depending on how “pro” you want 

to get. WordPress, Squarespace, Weebly, Drupal, Joomla the list goes on...

and the point is that it is becoming simple to build a beautiful web pres-

ence. I’ve worked with several online fundraising and content management 

systems over the years, and many have a high learning curve. While robust 

and capable of customization, it usually takes a lot of money or a lot of in-

ternal IT resources to build such customizations.

This will change over the next three years, and by 2020 I foresee a lot 

of nonprofits seeing the marketing messages from these types of website 

companies and saying, “Hey, wait a second...maybe there is another way 

to do this.” With embeddable donation forms, integration tools like Zapier 

and IFFT, organizations will be able to look at a variety of software tools on 

the market and connect them together for an overall better user and data 

mining experience. Plug and play websites, plug and play donation forms, 

plug and play email marketing automation will be possible and doable.

The ability to choose the best solution for website, the best solution for 

donation and registration forms and the best solution for email marketing, 

and then “zap” them all together will be a game changer in the next three 

years. This will rewrite the rules and allow organizations to create new and 

exciting programs more easily or spin up campaigns more quickly in times 

of urgent need. With your consumers’ attention spans getting shorter and 

shorter, the ability to push out new campaigns in a more efficient way will 

keep people interested.

walks or rides and campaigns such as community giving days, where local 

communities come together to empower charities in their backyard.

This is the peer-to-peer “DIY” thing that everyone keeps talking about. Es-

sentially do-it-yourself (DIY) fundraising is when nonprofits create their own 

crowdfunding site for fundraisers to create a personal fundraising page 

and start sending personal asks to their network on behalf of the organi-

zation. In very simple terms, it’s owned and managed by the nonprofit, it’s 

connected to the nonprofit’s bank account and the nonprofit has access to 

all of the donor data. By taking crowdfunding into their own hands through 

DIY campaigns, nonprofits are able to offer a fundraising solution to the in-

dividuals who want to raise money for their charity, and they are removing 

the middlemen crowdfunding sites.

I do not think those middlemen will go away by 2020, but with all of the 

available tools on the market today, like what my team here at Kimbia has 

built for peer-to-peer, organizations will more easily and inexpensively cre-

ate their own DIY crowdfunding campaigns which they themselves man-

age. This will reduce the logistical nightmares that currently exist and make 

crowdfunding less scary. When organizations have more control over their 

data and their messaging to donors, donors and participants will have a 

better experience with the organization.

Marketing and communications teams will be able to better control the 

pathway for the user as platforms become more flexible and powerful, yet 

simple to implement. In addition to the fact that people are fundraising like 

mad, website hosting companies are developing like mad. Take for exam-

ple, Weebly. They recently launched a revamped suite of tools that make 

it easy to create an account, choose from a beautiful mobile-responsive 
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Two: 
Communication 

is on steroids

B
ased on the fact that people want to fundraise for charities, let’s 

discuss the most widely used communication tools and where to 

focus your efforts for success over the next three years.

If people are fundraising like mad and software companies are 

developing like mad to allow for this, then communication channels are 

on steroids and I only see them getting even more beef-cakey in the fu-

ture. According to my BFF, Google, individuals receive an average of 5,000 

brand messages per day.

Per Day! PER DAY!!

Brands and messages are all around us, and nonprofits have to compete 

for attention space with all of the other brands that flood us. We have more 

ways to communicate with individuals about our brand, yet because people 

are inundated with brands, creating a meaningful message to the appropri-

ate audience is more important and challenging. Today and in the coming 

three years, I believe the main sources of mass communication for nonprof-

its will continue to be email marketing, direct mail and social media. I’ll dive 

into my recommendations on these three channels first, and in chapter four 

will delve into future-thinking technologies that will assist in creating more 

meaningful messages across all of these channels.
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to create impactful emails that are easier to create and more likely to 

be opened.

 ɷ Shorten your emails, integrate video and imagery more and make them 

less about you and more about stories of impact

ELEPHANT #2: DIRECT MAIL WILL ALSO 

BE NOT BE DEAD IN 2020.

Although I do think this will eventually be true, I do not believe it will happen 

in the next few years. Direct mail will continue to have an audience, and 

nonprofit organizations will continue to put marketing dollars toward direct 

mail appeals. I don’t see a lot changing in terms of the content of the direct 

mail, because, well, the audience that it appeals to is not going to suddenly 

change what they like. Nostalgia is the essence of direct mail, and it will 

continue to work for generations such as the Matures and the Boomers 

who are motivated by nostalgia (having a tangible piece of paper is a big 

part of that).

I do foresee that improvements can be made with list building for direct mail 

efforts. Software (and big data) will continue to improve to make it easier 

to target the audience for which direct mail is appealing. My advice on the 

Let’s shue the elephants out of the room early.

ELEPHANT #1: EMAIL WILL NOT BE DEAD IN 2020.

We may see less email, and more engagement on other channels. But over-

all, email will continue to be a highly effective method of communication, 

and one which allows for very targeted, segmented and personalized mes-

sages. We will likely see email continue to become more efficient to create 

and send, allow for deeper engagement (like video emails) and improve 

data integrations (“zaps”) with other fundraising software that nonprofits 

use. My advice to nonprofits around the topic of email marketing over the 

next few years is this:

 ɷ Use big data and artificial intelligence tools to better segment and 

make sure the right message is being sent to the right people at the 

right time. We will get into this in chapter four. If you take nothing else 

from this book, do this.

 ɷ Watch what successful for profit companies are doing. Watch the 

brands you are a fan of. What do they do well? Look at what tools they 

are using and learn from them to help find efficiencies and new ways 
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2. Because there continues to be an “Email is King” mentality there is of-

ten less effort put toward using social media as a fundraising channel.

3. Or it’s because the donation process takes place in a different environ-

ment. People want to engage on social, but they drop off when they are 

directed to a different website to complete the donation.

It may be a combination of all three of the above. My gut tells me that num-

ber three holds the most weight. Over the course of the next three years, 

technology changes will shift social media from an engagement focused 

tool to one where fundraising dollars will be attributed.

Let’s talk about Facebook, for example. I would venture to say it is the most 

widely used social channel for nonprofit engagement in North America. 

We’ve all had appeals in our feed about a humane society a friend wants 

to help, someone battling cancer, or a disaster that displaced people from 

their homes. But right now, there isn’t a great way to see that appeal in our 

feed and donate directly from the post. You’re always directed to some 

other link, and often that donation website is difficult to view on a mo-

bile phone. Therefore, the chance of converting that click to a donation is 

instantly diminished. Let’s just face it; our attention spans are like grass-

hoppers these days because we are all pulled in so many directions. (And, 

because of the 5,000 messages per day.) Clicking on a link and donating 

on another website frankly just isn’t easy enough for the modern human. 

But that is going to change significantly by 2020, and we will dive into it in 

chapter four.

To grow, you have to take risks and put some skin in the game. Doing social 

media and investing in social media are two different things and they have 

topic of direct mail is to look for tools that improve efficiencies here so that 

your organization can avoid pitfalls of sending (and spending money on) 

direct mail to younger generations that quite frankly do not want to receive 

paper. Like with email, do your due diligence to make sure you have your 

data in the right place so that you are sending your direct mail messages to 

the right audience (not millennials).

ELEPHANT #3: SOCIAL MEDIA WILL START TO BE TIED 

TO FUNDRAISING DOLLARS MORE THAN IT IS TODAY.

“Really?”

Yes. Really.

As it exists currently, social media is a great engagement tool, but we are 

not seeing a lot of traction in terms of fundraising through social media. 

This could be a product of a few things:

1. Bad reporting -- an inability to track dollars raised back to something 

that someone saw on Facebook, or Twitter, or Snapchat. Maybe fund-

raising through social media is happening more than our data tells us.
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be scared to use it; leverage it as an inexpensive advertising tool. Just al-

ways make sure you have a clear call to action in your campaigns.

With the invention of Snap spectacles, individuals (and organizations) will 

be able to more easily capture moments and share compelling stories. Just 

imagine if your charity race participants were wearing spectacles while run-

ning in your event - what a great storytelling tool that could allow your or-

ganization to capture the experience and easily share it.

While some organizations are starting to use Snapchat as a tool to target 

younger audiences, many feel that since their primary donors aren’t on it, 

they don’t need to think about it yet. I think that Snapchat will continue to 

grow, and will even start to attract older generations. I also believe it’s im-

portant to view the younger generations on the tool today as your donors 

of tomorrow. Snapchat is seen very much as a “social network for millenni-

als.” But remember that Facebook started this way too, and now millennials 

aren’t on Facebook because it’s where their parents troll. My recommen-

dation is that you should start learning now how to play in the millennial 

sandbox. Millennials may not be your major donors of today, but they will 

be your major donors of the future. Putting some effort into this target au-

dience and adopting their methods of communication should prove fruitful 

to your organization in the future. And although millennials may not have 

money to give to your cause right now, they have another commodity that 

is useful immediately. They have time, and they have reach. While many of 

them are not yet tied down to commitments of raising a family, millennials 

may be more able to focus their efforts on volunteerism and helping you 

expand your mission through their ability to tap into their own social net-

works. Having a presence on Snapchat can unlock a plethora of knowledge 

that will better help you understand how to engage with this key audience.

different levels of risk. Posting to social media is what I would refer to as 

“doing social media.” Investing in social media is what I would refer to as 

actually taking the time (and some dollars) to create a social media strategy 

with the goal of growing engagement, fundraising dollars and volunteerism. 

Investing in social media still feels risky to many in the nonprofit sector.

Because, here’s the reality: Social media channels such as Facebook, Ins-

tagram and Snapchat are only getting bigger.

Snapchat will become the new Facebook and explode in popularity. Face-

book will keep steady and continue to be a top channel for engagement, 

particularly for the Gen Xers, Boomers and Matures. Instagram will con-

tinue to be popular with the Facebook audience who is not getting on the 

Snapchat bandwagon. Twitter will likely die a slow death. Honestly, who 

can really say they are talking to their friends on Twitter anyway? Twitter 

has mostly turned into a B2B marketing channel and less of a one-on-one 

peer network tool. With peer-to-peer fundraising changing the landscape, 

it’s best to focus on the platforms where individuals are actually talking to 

their network of friends.

Some nonprofits are starting to join in on the Facebook ad space, and I 

think this can work quite well for event fundraising. Facebook advertising 

is an inexpensive way to reach new people who share similar interests to 

those who are already engaged with either your Facebook page or similar 

organizations’ pages. You can specifically target people based on their in-

terests, or the fact that they are a friend of someone who is a friend of you 

or a fan of your organization’s page. Facebook advertising will continue to 

morph, and my advice for nonprofits is to morph with it and be agile. Don’t 
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All of these tools will push people to create more raw, real experiences with 

the integration of live video. For nonprofits, this is brilliant and it will create 

a perfect storm of storytelling, engagement and fundraising. While sharing 

live video can be scary for most of us still, it will become more normal, and 

people will let their guard down. Less words, less pictures and more lives-

treamed footage of what you actually do will show your mission in action. 

That’s the impact story. So, start to look at Facebook live, Instagram live 

and yes, even Snapchat, and practice using each of these video tools.

In summary, use the next three years to stay focused on Facebook and 

Instagram and start courting Snapchat. If these tools do not resonate with 

your audience that has money to give, use them as engagement tools for 

the audience that has time to give. Time is still money. You just have to 

think of the dollars in a different way.
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Three: 
Experience is everything

A 
few years ago, I kept getting invite after invite to tune into we-

binars or blog posts or conference sessions talking about how 

“Email is still king.” It was a webinar tagline everyone was going 

gaga about. But, I’ve got a new one for you.

User experience is king.

This is true across the board from the experience of a nonprofit administra-

tor setting up a fundraising campaign, to the fundraiser who is registering 

to participate in a peer-to-peer campaign, to the donor donating to their 

friend’s fundraising page. User experience highly competitive today, and 

highly important for two reasons:

1. Good user experience is more accessible. Information architecture (IA) 

and design is something that experts in this field get paid a lot of money 

for, and good IA is all around us now and improving by the day. Google 

the search term “top website builders,” and you’ll quickly find five to 

ten incredibly easy website building tools that are cheap and nice look-

ing out-of-the-box with no coding experience required. (Gasp. What a 

concept.)

2. Because of all of this accessibility, users’ expectations are at an all-

time high. You cannot get away anymore with having a “so-so” user 

experience, because someone else out there is doing it better, faster 

and for less money. With increased data integration ease with tools like 
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the latest payment capabilities is going to go into warp speed over the next 

few years. This is going to allow nonprofit professionals to focus less on 

what they have to do to get the technology to work for their programs and 

more on how the technology can actually impact their mission.

Connectivity for donors is making it easier to know about nonprofits in 

need, make a gift or get engaged and then pass that story along to other 

potential donors within their social network. Our very human nature makes 

it so that we live for connection. We thrive when we are connected, and 

quite frankly we often fail or give up when we lack connectedness. But, it’s 

not just the connection that we find necessary. It’s the speed of connectiv-

ity that counts for perhaps almost as much as the connectivity itself.

While our attention spans are short, our expectations are high. We want 

things fast, fast, fast, now, now, now, and we don’t have time for them to 

not work. We want to see everything in one place, and if we are going to 

donate or sign up for your fundraiser or event, we want it to be easy and 

fast. And, we want it to be easy to track and report back on later, like when 

we are doing our taxes.

But, listen up. The communications connectivity can only 

go so far if the donation experience does not improve.

Donation technology hasn’t really kept up with communication technol-

ogy. Communications tools have been morphing and growing at rocket 

speeds, and donation technology is not very different than it was three 

years ago. However, in the next three years this is going to massively shift. 

There will still be desktop-focused donation options, but platforms will im-

prove, become easier (and cheaper) to adopt and will be developed in a 

Kimbia Sync and email marketing tools like MailChimp and the like, it’s 

easier to adopt or switch online fundraising platforms. Therefore, bad 

administrator user experience just isn’t going to cut it any longer.

Lately I’ve been intrigued by the variety of platforms used for a multitude 

of needs by nonprofits. I’ve been researching email marketing automation 

platforms, online fundraising platforms, donor management tools and web-

site building platforms. A common theme I have found is this: Those which 

have good connectivity are nailing it. Those which do not have good con-

nectivity are going to be left in the dust by 2020. You see, having good 

connectivity is part of having a good user experience. What do I mean by 

connectivity? It’s twofold, and I’ll explain it like this for the nonprofit sector. 

Connectivity is an online fundraising software’s ability to hook into other 

software used to run the business of the nonprofit. Additionally, connec-

tivity is building a bridge between the online fundraising software to the 

communication tools that the end users (aka donors) use in their everyday 

lives. Let’s break it down even further and talk about how these connective 

fibers are so vital to nonprofits today.

The connectivity of software used by nonprofits is making the job of a fund-

raising professional more efficient and opening up more opportunity for 

new types of fundraising. But, what is efficiency? Efficiency doesn’t equate 

to easy. Making the job of a development director or a communications di-

rector more efficient doesn’t mean that fundraising will suddenly be easier. 

Fundraising is a hard job! But, it does mean that fundraising can be more 

productive. If you could build an online fundraising campaign within a mat-

ter of hours instead of days, wouldn’t it be easier to build more programs or 

focus on other things vying for your attention? The evolution of technology 

and online platforms that integrate with any CRM or email marketing tool or 
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best part? Mobile payment technology is going to make text-to-give and 

mobile-friendly donation forms fall on their face. Mobile payment technolo-

gy will change the game and take social media from being an engagement 

tool to being a true fundraising tool. Mobile and payment technology will 

improve to tie the communication networks to the online fundraising plat-

forms. It’s going to allow for disaster relief needs to be met in the best way, 

and it is going to make online fundraising platforms even better than they 

are today.

What if you could click on a Facebook ad for an organization’s end-of-year 

campaign, land on the campaign page and with one-click pay via Apple 

Pay or Google Wallet? On the backend what if that money were funneled 

directly to the nonprofit organization through their online fundraising plat-

form? Online platforms are going to adopt one-click payment capabilities. 

This is already beginning with the announcement of Apple Pay opening 

itself up to the charitable space. This is exactly what we need in our age 

of grasshopper-like attention spans. This is what the nonprofit community 

needs for social fundraising to truly take off and bridge the gap between 

social engagement and real dollars.

By 2020 will everyone be doing this? No. There will still be laggards. There 

will still be direct mail and people who mail checks. There will still be online 

donation forms that take credit cards. But, here is what I predict will hap-

pen:

1. Adoption rates of this technology will increase because it will become 

a standard commodity which many online fundraising platforms will 

provide at a variety of price ranges and capabilities based on the non-

profit’s needs.

mobile-first mentality. Today, many of the online fundraising solutions are 

mobile friendly out of the box, like what we do here at Kimbia, but most 

are not mobile-first. Building fundraising platforms in a mobile-first manner 

is what communication tools need to truly bridge the divide and allow our 

teeny tiny attention spans to stay in one place. I firmly believe by 2020 most 

nonprofits will have access to mobile-first fundraising tools.

Several years back we began to see text-to-give campaigns, particularly 

in times of natural disaster. We saw these campaigns wildly successful in 

terms of volume of donations. However, because the money from these 

campaigns is often funneled through the phone carrier (AT&T, Sprint, Ve-

rizon, etc.), we began to see many problems pop up. There are often ad-

ditional third-parties involved to help set it up and it can quickly become 

expensive. It can take a while (sometimes a very long while) for the non-

profit to receive the funds. And, it can be difficult for donors to retrieve a 

tax receipt because the donation is funneled through the phone carrier and 

appears on the donor’s phone bill. Ultimately, the incentive to run text-

to-give campaigns can be a great awareness and branding tool for larger 

organizations, but it was diminished for many. In conversations with other 

nonprofit professionals, I’ve heard angst around this fundraising method 

because of these disbursement and data mining issues. Sound familiar? 

It’s similar to the issues which arise from the third-party crowdfunding sites 

discussed in the first chapter.

Here’s the good news. Technology like Simple Pay allows returning do-

nors to give again, but it’s just not yet widely penetrated into the nonprofit 

technology marketplace. Options like a single page event registration form, 

or the ability to register without creating an account, like what we have at 

Kimbia, are not widely available to nonprofits. But, that will shift. And, the 
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2. As technology continues to transform the way we do things in our daily 

lives, donors will continue to grow into these new payment methodol-

ogies. Donors who used to give by check will become more agreeable 

to donating online with a credit card, and if they are comfortable with a 

credit card, they will become comfortable with setting up Apple Pay or 

Google Wallet. Not to sound morbid, but checkbooks and their users 

will die off. It’s just the cycle of evolution.

3. Not only will the ease of donating with a button cause this transfor-

mation, but the security of donating through these mobile payment 

mechanisms will also change the game. Chip and sign credit cards 

are still fraught with loopholes for people to hack through. The use of 

biotechnology such as fingerprint and eye scanners will take payment 

security to a whole new level helping to reduce fraudulent transactions 

and fear of donating online.

Simply put, the supply has not caught up with the demand of donors. This 

will change. Companies like my team here at Kimbia will continue to inno-

vate on the core values of user experience and connectivity. Connecting 

the dots between all of the engagement pathways will continue to improve 

the donor’s experience and change the game for how nonprofits approach 

carrying out their mission. By 2020, technology will help nonprofits more 

easily connect those engagement pathways to the donation.
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Four: 
Cutting Through the Noise

W
e’ve talked communication channels, we know that our 

attention spans are miniscule, and we’ve covered the im-

portance of donor user experience and where it’s headed. 

So, how will you cut through the noise to make sure your 
message is heard? You have to ensure you hit the right people with the 

right ask.

It’s already getting there, but over the course of the next three years, 

com-munication software will get smarter, and it will help make more sense 

of the big data. This will help nonprofits become more efficient in 

communicating and cutting through the noise. Nonprofit organizations 

have to compete for brain space and attention; they have to compete 

with all of the bazillion marketing messages that every individual donor is 

hit with every day. For profit companies place logos everywhere, radio 

and television commer-cials, sponsored Facebook ads, YouTube ads, 

and more consumer our do-nors’ brain space. These marketing 

messages surround all of us each and every day. How do you compete 

with that when you are a nonprofit and have limited resources? Buying a 

super bowl commercial space is just not a reality for nonprofits. Over the 

next three years, we have to be more agile, more creative, and more 

reliant on the communication tools that super-
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meetings with your donors? Artificial intelligence (AI) tools are going to help 

you achieve this.

Big data + artificial intelligence is simply going to help us look at donor 

data in a more meaningful way (without having to be data scientists). 

We can use it to identify trends and patterns and cut through the commu-

nications noise with a laser-focus.

Artificial intelligence helps salespeople send personal emails to potential 

buyers at scale, it acts as a personal assistant and can schedule your meet-

ings, it even tells you the best way to navigate home dependent upon traf-

fic. AI scans our checks at the ATM, adjusts our home thermostat, recom-

mends what to watch on Netflix and the list goes on. Artificial intelligence 

is all around us, interacting with our personal and professional lives without 

us even realizing it’s taking place. We’ve already become accustomed to it. 

We already expect that Amazon and Netflix are going to recommend shows 

we like based on what we watched the night before. We expect the online 

stores we shop at to suggest products based on other products we’ve or-

dered in the past. Often without being actively aware of it, we expect “the 

robots” to assist us in getting things done and in helping us make decisions.

How will this affect (and aid) nonprofits? While the thought of robots doing 

donor cultivation doesn’t exactly give me the warm fuzzies, I do see the 

efficiency it can bring. Many fear that AI will replace the need for “human 

intelligence” and in many cases that may well be true. You may be thinking, 

but what does this mean for me? Should I be worried about robots taking 

my job? Or, how do I adapt to this? How is this good for my organization, 

or for me individually?

charge our ability to reach our audiences with messages that are relevant 

to their interests. The key word here is relevant.

Insert artificial intelligence (AI). Big data. Beep beep boop boop.

These are terms that you either enjoy discussing or you cringe upon hearing.

Are they overused buzzwords? Sometimes.

Aren’t they expensive? It’s becoming more mainstream and affordable.

Whether you find it fascinating or scary, we need to have a serious talk -- about 

robots. Because robots are here and more are coming. And, no, that doesn’t 

mean Will Smith needs put on a leather suit and come save us from them all.

There are friendly robots who are here to help you.

In today’s world, sending fundraising appeals takes quite a bit of human 

power and can span many departments. You can set up autopilot emails 

but getting the segmentation just right can be quite a feat. You have de-

velopment professionals focused on the big picture strategy of fundraising 

and donor cultivation. Major gifts officers are focused on stewardship and 

often moves management. You have event managers focused on reporting 

on event participant data and figuring out what leads someone to partici-

pate year over year. But what if you could introduce a little more automat-

ed learning into these processes? What if that learning then helped drive 

more meaningful courses of action? What if you could set up a series of 

automated messages that cultivate a new relationship in a more personal 

way? What if the friendly robots took some of the grunt-work off your plate 

and freed up time for you to have the personal phone calls and coffee 
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them to focus on the human interactions. Artificial intelligence tools will be 

used on online donation forms and automatically recommend gift amounts 

based on a donor’s previous gift behavior, making a more streamlined ap-

proach to moves management and increasing donor support over time. 

This is already available with tools like Kimbia’s online donation forms, and 

it will only continue to improve in the coming three years as fundraising 

platforms innovate and get more granular in calls to action based on prior 

donor behavior. Artificial intelligence tools will allow for returning donors to 

give again with one-click or become a sustaining donor. Online fundrais-

ing platforms will use AI to take away some of the current manual legwork 

needed to automate donor touch points; those touch points will feel more 

personable to the donor because the messages will be more relevant.

Still sounds scary? Think of it this way. In summary, AI is about optimizing 

your opportunities. Before the car was invented, people rode horses to 

get where they needed to go. Could you still ride a horse to work today? 

Sure….you could. But do you want to? Of course not. Driving a car, taking 

the subway or riding a bus is a much faster way to get to work. Whether 

you ride a horse or take a motor vehicle, you still get to work. But, one way 

is much faster and more effective than the other.

Artificial intelligence is like this. It will help you get to the same end goal 

with your donor relationships, but faster and in an optimized fashion. Over 

the next three years this will become more widely available, simple to im-

plement and accessible to a variety of budget sizes.

Now all of this being said, the robots depend on good data in order to make 

the right recommendations. AI with a CRM system is only as good as the 

AI won’t take away all of the jobs in nonprofits. People who adapt to this will 

grow and become better at what they do and be able to get more done in less 

time. In the nonprofit sector, I see it being an aid for development directors, 

marketing directors and IT staff to collaborate better and therefore improve 

communication with donors, gaining greater and better outreach capabilities.

I see the robots working as listeners who will take action upon what 

they hear. Let me explain. At its most simple definition, AI is when ma-

chines process your data, look for patterns in that data and then based on 

those patterns take some action. In our world as fundraisers, the data will 

be information on your donors, volunteers and other supporters. Based on 

patterns of their behavior (which you track in your CRM), AI communication 

tools will better help you forge the next best path for a donor, volunteer or 

supporter based on their past behaviors. Long story short, robots will make 

you more efficient at your job because they will help you make better, more 

focused approaches and decisions with your data. The combination of AI 

communications tools working alongside big data machines like Wealth 

Engine and your CRM will help you gather the data on potential donors, 

learn about their behaviors, digest the data into meaningful stories for your 

organization and then automate your communications workflow with those 

based on their learned behaviors. This will create more guided pathways 

for organizations to send the right message at the right time.

Many nonprofits have or are adopting software platforms like Salesforce 

for their donor database. The combination of Salesforce Einstein for CRM, 

and integrated approaches, like Kimbia Sync, that connect the data to the 

online fundraising platform will create more automated and meaningful 

pathways for donor segmentation based on behaviors and interests. This 

will allow nonprofits to get better at the warm fuzzies by freeing up time for 
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data put into that CRM. So, if there was ever a time to start cleaning up 

your data, the time is now.
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order to get the recognition and the bike. I had a goal, and fear didn’t stop 

me from giving my all to reach that goal.

Unfortunately, as we grow into adulthood, we often become more fearful 

and less willing to take risks. The lack of inhibitions we have as children 

often fades, and we fall into the fear trap. We are afraid to make the ask, 

afraid to speak up. We are afraid to try new things. We are also often afraid 

to take a good look at ourselves in the mirror and acknowledge what is 

working and what is not. We are often afraid to let go of what is not working.

One of the greatest factors in the nonprofit sector’s “technology lag” is a 

simple four letter word. Fear. Buying a new software tool is scary. You have 

to make sure it pans out. You have real donor dollars depending on it. Those 

dollars are emotional dollars. Charitable spending is a whole different an-

imal than our regular everyday spending. When I go to a store and spend 

let’s say $100 on a new coat, I buy the coat, get over it and then just enjoy 

the fact that the coat keeps me warm and may have a nice style to it. But, 

I don’t have an emotional connection to the $100 spent on the coat. Alter-

natively, when I give $100 to a friend fundraising for a cancer organization, 

I have an emotional connection to that money. It may be because I have a 

personal connection to the cancer cause, or it may be simply because I am 

supporting my friend and because cancer sucks.

The purchase of anything at a nonprofit involves an emotional connection, 

and I believe because of this, nonprofits tend to be more fearful (and emo-

tional) than for profits when going into a discussion around spending dol-

lars on technology. It’s kind of like my emotional barrier that kept me from 

buying a new car. I’ve always feared that new purchase, because I felt 

like I was going to be taken for a ride. 

Five: 
Fears Will Fade

M
y mother loves to tell a story about how when I was a girl, 

about 8 to 10 years old, I was fearless when it came time for 

the yearly school fundraiser. We had an annual bike-a-thon, 

and our job as students was the collect pledges in anticipa-

tion of how many miles we would be able to ride at the event. Donors could 

give a flat donation, but they could also pledge per mile which incentivized 

us kids to ride more on the event day. When it came time for “campaign 

season,” I carried my pledge sheet and pledge folder with me pretty much 

everywhere I went. I would work the neighborhood, going door-to-door and 

asking our neighbors to make a donation. I would start in the inner circle, 

and work my way out, over the course of the campaign.

What my mother and I like to recount and laugh about is how she became 

embarrassed to take me with her to do errands or take me anywhere for 

that matter.

My mother is a chatty woman and would strike up conversations in public 

places. She often ran into friends as we were doing our grocery shop-

ping. I loved this. In my eyes, every conversation was an opportunity for a 

pledge. During campaign season, I hit up pretty much anyone my mother 

ever talked to anywhere. I was a fearless fundraiser. I wasn’t afraid of fail-

ure. I wasn’t afraid that some people said “no.” I just moved on to the next 

person. I sometimes would fail fast, and try again, fast. I set my goal to be 

one of the school’s top fundraisers. The prize was a bike for each of the 

top two fundraisers, and I wanted that bike. I wasn’t afraid to take risks, in 
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Six: 
Things You Should 

Start Doing Now

H
opefully up to this point, the predictions of where technology is 

going have inspired some food for thought. You may be excited. 

You may be nervous. You may be thinking this is all fine and dan-

dy, but what do I do with it? I always like to follow my big picture 

ideas with very tactical steps and advice. In other words, if your current 

vision is a little blurry, let’s get you to the 20/20 at your next checkup.

First, you don’t have to do it all today, or tomorrow, or next week, or even 

next month. Start by taking baby steps over the next year. Now is the time 

to be looking at what’s available on the market that could help your non-

profit further propel its mission. Now is the time to evaluate where you cur-

rently are and what is keeping you from achieving your goals.

Mostly, now is the time to start shaking things up. Recognize that the non-

profit sector doesn’t have to lag in its adoption of technology. It’s easier 

than ever before to work efficiently, and fundraise efficiently, and to find 

solutions within your price range that help you achieve this efficiency. With 

all that being said, I encourage you to sit down with your nonprofit col-

leagues, have a state of the union and ask yourself some important ques-

tions. Schedule a day or two to do this, or schedule a series of meetings 

over the next month. Do the assessment exercise below with not just your 

department, but with all departments together, in the same room (or on a 

video conference). Be honest with each other; be raw; be realistic. I think 

has advanced so much, in my purchase decision this time I had the oppo-

site fear. I had a fear this time of not buying the latest technology. I had a fear 

of getting stuck with expensive used car repairs and spending my precious 

time dealing with them. 

As technology evolves in the next few years, the fear to adopt new solutions 

will fade. The ease of adoption is improved and the connectivity between 

systems makes the adoption less risky. Therefore, the fear to try new things 

will diminish and nonprofits will become more in line with for profits in their 

ability to adopt technologies.

NOW!
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About Kimbia

F
ounded in Austin, TX in 2007 by a pair of nonprofit technology vet-

erans, Kimbia’s online fundraising software was designed around 

the donor and participant’s user experience. Our online fundraising 

and crowdfunding platform are built with one goal in mind: to help 

our clients grow their online revenue, faster. Built on this core value, Kimbia 

online fundraising platform delivers the industry’s highest conversion rate. 

We make engagement easy for your donors and event participants.

With a focus on user experience, we take your donors across the finish line 

faster. Our flexible, embeddable forms work on any website so you don’t 

have to style a separate website wrapper, learn a content management 

system, or have your site look like everyone else’s. With Kimbia, you can 

focus on what matters most—your mission, and the donors and supporters 

who make it possible.

Contact us for a demo, and you’ll see why nonprofit organizations trust 

Kimbia.

you will find it interesting and quite telling to see how the stakeholders from 

various departments answer each assessment question.

Work to understand each other and what each department is doing. See if 

there could be a better way to do what you all are doing in a more collec-

tive, connected way. Because technology is going to continue to transform 

in a massive way over the next three years, it’s important to evaluate where 

you currently stand in the technology spectrum.

Have fun with it and remember that it’s alright if you have some housekeep-

ing to do. The key is to start doing that housekeeping now and not three 

years from now.
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How are we communicating to our donors today?

With this exercise, you will list out every single donor communication path-

way and tool you are using. The goal is to understand how they are con-

nected (if at all) to each other and if they are connected to your online fund-

raising platform and donor database. You will also list out how often you 

communicate with your donors across each of those channels. This will 

give you clues into where you have efficiency gaps.

How do donors give to our organization today?

With this, you want to think through all the ways people give you mon-

ey...everything from mailed checks, to online fundraising to backyard bbqs 

where your avid fans are raising cash and dropping it off on your doorstep. 

You want to think about what types of payment methods exist today that 

you are not utilizing, such as tools like Square or Venmo. This will get you 

thinking about how you can consolidate, streamline and plan for where 

payments are going over the next few years. With Apple Pay and Google 

Wallet on the rise, online fundraising platforms are going to get on board, 

and your nonprofit should be ready for that in the coming years. Thinking 

ahead about these technologies will allow you to ask the right questions of 

online platforms you may evaluate to understand if those mobile payments 

are on the roadmap.

How do we communicate internally to move our programs forward?

None of this works if you don’t have internal alignment and ways to collab-

orate cross-departmentally. If you are not using an online project manage-

ment or collaboration tool, stop what you are doing and talk about this first. 

There are so many options available today like Asana or Trello or Basecamp 

Assessment Questions 
& Worksheet

Part 1: Who does what, and how do we do it?

The first part of this exercise is to get everyone in a room, go around the 

table and start to whiteboard what those in the various departments have 

to say about each of these areas. You want to have an open dialogue about 

what each department believes to be the current status quo.

What software does each department use and for what purpose?

With this exercise, you will have each department list out exactly what they 

use for their job functions. Understand from each department not just what 

they use, but why they use it, and if they feel it is actually impacting your or-

ganization’s ability to further its mission. For example, ask yourselves how 

many online fundraising platforms are we using today? And, how much 

effort is involved in syncing our donor database with our online fundrais-

ing platform(s)? Is our website easy to use and update, or could there be 

a new tool we can adopt and just plug our donation platform into? How 

many tools do we use for online fundraising campaigns? This will uncover 

disjointedness across your organization and will often uncover tools you 

may be paying for and not getting value from. It will also help to uncover 

pain points and areas for improvement, finding areas of fracture where you 

may be able to consolidate and adopt more standardized processes with 

fewer software tools.
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Give yourself a grade between 1-5 for each question within each area of 

F.E.A.R. One is the worst (“This is really in need of some TLC”), and five is 

the best (“Hey, we are doing really well here! Go Team”). Hint: You can use 

scoring such as:

 ɷ Yes, and it’s going well = 5

 ɷ No, not at all = 1

 ɷ Sort of, we could improve here = 3

Once you have your score for the various areas, you will be able to look at 

the areas most in need of improvement, and then prioritize appropriately. If 

you have quite a few 1s, then you may have to consider prioritizing some 

1s over others. If you have several 5s, way to go you! If you are somewhere 

in the middle, prioritize the 1s and look for low hanging fruit to make slight 

improvements in the 3s and 4s.

FUNDRAISING

 ɷ What are we fundraising for? Is our mission clear?

 ɷ What is our call to action in our fundraising appeals? Is it clearly stat-

ed?

 ɷ If we are running peer-to-peer or crowdfunding campaigns, who are we 

asking to fundraise?

 ɷ Is it clear what we are asking them to do?

or Smartsheet, and they are often free or mere pennies to use. If you have 

people working remotely, start to use a tool like Google Hangouts or Join.

Me or Slack. Get out of your inbox and into collaboration tools that allow 

you to collectively communicate, manage your tasks and build a culture of 

transparency and togetherness.

Part 2: F.E.A.R. Assessment

2020 seems far away, but three years will be over in a blink of an eye, and 

you don’t want to end up as the same nonprofit organization that you are 

today. We all want to grow, and improve. In order to take the predictions in 

this book and start implementing changes and growth for 2020, let’s as-

sess your current vision. How well are you seeing today?

As I hope that fears fade in the coming years, I propose we think of fear in 

a new way. In your assessment exercise with your team, think of fear as an 

acronym and use it to assess how your organization currently approaches 

technology adoption. Your goal should be to identify gaps which you can 

improve upon in each area of F.E.A.R., as a means to let go of the fear.

F = Fundraising

E = Experience

A = Adaptation

R = Reach
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 ɷ If we are running peer-to-peer or crowdfunding campaigns, what is the 

experience to sign up to fundraise for our organization?

 ɷ List all of the steps taken to register and give it a score.

ADAPTATION

 ɷ How are we adapting to a changing landscape?

 ɷ Is our website mobile optimized?

 ɷ Are our donation forms mobile optimized?

 ɷ If we have event registration or peer-to-peer, is it mobile optimized?

 ɷ Do we use an internal project management or collaboration tool?

 ɷ Hint: This is important because in order to have the brain space to 

implement new programs or technologies, you need to have a way 

to easily collaborate and manage it all.

REACH

 ɷ Are we harnessing the power of technology to ensure we are reaching 

the right people at the right time?

 ɷ Are we messaging to the right donors at the right time?

 ɷ Are we messaging about the right programs for the right donors?

 ɷ Are we sending these communications to the right people?

 ɷ Are we coaching them to fundraise?

EXPERIENCE

 ɷ If we were to ask a donor about their experience with our organization, 

what would their assessment of us be?

 ɷ Do we offer more than 3 ways to donate?

 ɷ Do we have any email nurture series in place?

 ɷ What happens after a first-time donor gives to our organization?

 ɷ List the communication that a donor receives. For this one, list the 

process and give the process a score.

 ɷ List the internal processes that take place. For this one, list the pro-

cess and give the process a score

 ɷ What is the donation experience for our donors?

 ɷ Online - For this one, list the process and give the process a score

 ɷ Offline - For this one, list the process and give the process a score

 ɷ Mobile - For this one, list the process and give the process a score
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 ɷ Are we engaging with donors on the channels where they are most 

engaged?

 ɷ Do we have a presence on Facebook?

 ɷ Do you have a plan for building a presence here, or a plan for growth?

 ɷ Do we have a presence on Snapchat?

 ɷ Do you have a plan for building a presence here, or a plan for growth?

 ɷ Do we have a presence on Instagram?

 ɷ Do we have a plan for building a presence here, or a plan for growth?

 ɷ Do we have a presence on LinkedIn?

 ɷ Do we have a plan for building a presence here, or a plan for growth?

 ɷ Are we doing any social media advertising or Google ads?
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